Opportunities Week of November 1, 2019

**University of Buffalo Pharmacy Information Session:** Students interested will be able to learn more about the top ranked PharmD and Pharmaceutical Sciences program offered at University of Buffalo from a representative of the program.  
**Event is Monday, November 4, 2019, 3:00PM – 4:00PM, Melville Library Room N-3063.**  
For more info, see attached flyer.

**YAI Networking Panel:** An opportunity for students to network with great professionals, and connect with company resources, as well as get an interview on the spot. Students will be able to explore paid part time and full-time positions with YAI for clinical experiences and medical certifications at this networking panel.  
**Event is on Wednesday, November 6, 2019, 3:00PM – 4:15PM, SAC Room 303**  
For more info, see attached flyer. To register, visit [https://app.joinhandshake.com/events/386102?lor=0&utm_source=mass_mailer&utm_medium=email&utm_content=466813&utm_campaign=uni_targeted_emails](https://app.joinhandshake.com/events/386102?lor=0&utm_source=mass_mailer&utm_medium=email&utm_content=466813&utm_campaign=uni_targeted_emails)

**Visit the Estée Lauder Companies, Inc. for a Day:** This is an event hosted by The Estée Lauder Companies Inc. If you are interested in a career in cosmetics, you may want to spend the day with us at our open house! We are looking for interns and full-time hires majoring in STEM for our NY, Melville, and Shanghai locations. Transportation will be provided. Space is limited, so we ask that you ensure that your resume and profile on Handshake is updated by **Friday, November 1st** so that we can extend invitations. Again, space is limited, and we will be extending this invitation to candidates that best fit our open position listing for full time employment and internships. We will provide further information to qualified candidates by Monday, November 4th. Round trip transportation will be provided. The event will include info sessions with key leaders in R&D, Engineering and Packaging, networking, and interviews.  
**Event is Friday, November 8, 2019.**  
To register, visit [https://stonybrook.joinhandshake.com/events/393496](https://stonybrook.joinhandshake.com/events/393496)

**New Spring Course Offerings in the SoMAS Semester by the Sea Program:** SoMAS is offering a new spring line up for 2020 as part of their Semester by the Sea program which includes several courses that focus on marine vertebrates: Marine Conservation (MAR 315), Biological Oceanography (MAR 349), Unsinkable Technologies (MAR 357), Marine Apex Predators (MAR 373), Marine Mammal & Sea Turtle Rehabilitation (MAR 376), Field Techniques in Marine Mammal Science (MAR 395). For those interested in a minor in Marine Science, it can be quickly earned by participating in the Semester by the Sea and taking MAR 104 – Oceanography during a different semester (spring, summer, or fall).  
For more info on course offerings, visit [https://www.stonybrook.edu/commcms/southampton/sea/marine_courses](https://www.stonybrook.edu/commcms/southampton/sea/marine_courses). To learn more about Semester by the Sea, visit [https://www.stonybrook.edu/southampton/sea/](https://www.stonybrook.edu/southampton/sea/)

**LifeSci NYC Internship for Summer 2020 and Public Health Career Panel:** This program offers paid 10-week summer internships in the life sciences industry. Host companies and organizations range from early-stage startups to large pharmaceutical and biotech firms to businesses that serve the industry in specific capacities, including marketing, public relations, or capital investment. More than 50 companies served as hosts in 2019. The program is open to undergraduate and graduate students enrolled in a NYC university (or who graduated in spring 2019 or later), as well as to NYC residents enrolled in or recently graduated from a university anywhere. The Public Health Career Panel will feature four guest panelists discussing career options in the field.  
**Public Health Career Panel will be on Thursday, November 7, 6:00PM – 8:00PM, Borough of Manhattan Community College**  
**Internship Early Deadline is December 31, 2019.**  
For more info, visit [https://www.lifesci.nyc/students](https://www.lifesci.nyc/students) and [https://www.meetup.com/LifeSci-NYC-Internship-Program-Meetup/events/265479997/](https://www.meetup.com/LifeSci-NYC-Internship-Program-Meetup/events/265479997/)
**Master’s in Translational Medicine at City College:** This one year multi-disciplinary program is driven by the increasing demand for engineers, biomedical scientists, and other STEM professionals who can successfully transform scientific and engineering ideas into practical solutions that will impact the direction of patient care. The central focus of our MTM program is the interdisciplinary Biodesign project that incorporates engineering, clinical exposure, research practices, and entrepreneurship training to develop a functional prototype that addresses an identified unmet need in clinical healthcare. MTM graduates will be uniquely positioned to successfully pursue a variety of career opportunities in industry, start-up, research or clinical environments, and thus increase the rate at which scientific discoveries and technology innovations can be commercialized for broader clinical and societal use.

**Application deadline is January 17th, 2020.**
For more info and to apply, visit [http://translationalmedicine.ccny.cuny.edu](http://translationalmedicine.ccny.cuny.edu)

**Biobehavioral Health PhD Program Virtual Info Session:** The Biobehavioral Health Ph.D. program combines biological, psychological, sociocultural, and environmental influences on health with statistics and methods. We train and develop the next leaders in basic, mechanistic, and applied research to improve health, reduce disparities, and advance prevention efforts throughout the lifespan. The program trains students to work in diverse settings with a wide range of career options.

**Virtual Info Sessions are:** Wednesday, November 6, 2019, 12:00PM – 12:45PM and Friday, November 15, 2019, 5:30PM – 6:15PM
For more info, visit [Biobehavioral Health PhD](http://translationalmedicine.ccny.cuny.edu)

**Winter Break Caribbean Ecosystem Field Science Course with Ecosystem Field Studies:** This a three-credit course that provides students from all universities and majors with the opportunity to apply their classroom & textbook learning while immersed in a spectacular & transformative marine educational setting, which includes snorkeling and SCUBA diving. This course is accredited by the University of Montana at Missoula, Environmental Studies Program
For more info, visit [http://ecofs.org/](http://ecofs.org/)

**Fellowships at Emory University School of Medicine:** The Marcus Autism Center, in conjunction with the Emory University School of Medicine and Children's Healthcare of Atlanta, is offering two-year pre-doctoral fellowships in four scientific subspecialties fellowships: the Cohen Fellowship in Developmental Social Neuroscience, the Simons Fellowship in Computational Neuroscience, the Education Sciences Fellowship, and the Marcus Fellowship in Speech Science and Engineering. Students who will receive a bachelor’s degree by June 2020 will be eligible for the positions. Our research fellowships are intended for college graduates to dedicate two intensive years to research in autism prior to entering graduate studies. Fellows will participate in and guide innovative research, working with children and families affected by autism, ranging in age from week-old infants to adolescents and young adults. The fellowships will commence in July 2020. All four fellowship tracks are paid, two-year positions, with full health care coverage.
For more info, visit [https://med.emory.edu/departments/pediatrics/divisions/autism/fellow/index.html](https://med.emory.edu/departments/pediatrics/divisions/autism/fellow/index.html)

*Disclaimer: Undergraduate Biology does not endorse or take responsibility for any off-campus programs listed in Opportunities emails. While we do our best to vet any opportunity that is shared, please let us know immediately if you are suspicious of any employers/programs.*
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